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Quality
What are high-quality patents?

 high inventive step
 clearly written, no intentional “smoke and mirrors”
 not a minor variation of some other patent

 all prior art taken into account in search/examination
 clearly delineated, non-overlapping with other patents
 extent of patent protection commensurate to the 

contribution to the state of the art

 legally “robust” = small likelihood of revocation in courts
 low uncertainty for investment
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Troubling Developments
 growth in patent filings exceeds R&D
 strong growth in number of claims (with 

implications for grant lags)
 intentionally deficient patents
 delay tactics
 declining delineation between patent rights
 lower patent value (measured in scope years)
 lower opposition rates
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Troubling Developments
Opposition Frequency by Grant Year
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From a series of 7 WO/PCT 
applications

WO 2005/046747 A2 -   1,738 claims
WO 2005/046746 A2 - 10,247 claims
WO 2005/051444 A2 - 19,368 claims

Troubling Developments 
Claim Flooding
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Troubling Developments 
Claim Flooding

 Based on the 7 WO/PCT filings, the applicant has filed 
more than 50 U.S. applications

 Claims were typically amended to a much lower 
number (about 100 for each of the applications) – note: 
the USPTO charges claims fees.

 In the case of publication number US2005/0182468, 
the applicant was initially requested to pay further fees 
in the order of 1.3 million US$ (and reduced the 
number of claims to from 13,305 to fewer than 70).

 The amount reflects fees for 9,999 claims. The 
respective application originally contained 13,305 
claims.
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Troubling Developments 
Patent Flooding and Portfolio Approaches

Priority Application Patent Divisional Patent Divisional Patent

EP19940903359 EP0673578 B1 EP19980105670

EP19970112080 EP0822718 B1 EP20010129011

EP19940903360 EP0673579 B1 EP19990100566

EP19980103750 EP0862328 B1

EP19940903361 EP0673580 B1 EP19990110233 EP0946060 B1 EP20040001389 EP1432248 B1

EP20040001389

EP19980105647 EP0856993 B1 EP20010113921

US19920991074 EP19940903362 EP0673581 B1 EP19990107757

EP19940903407 EP0673582 B1 EP19980121389 EP0909095 B1

EP19980100155 EP0849948 B1

EP19980114676

EP19990100375 EP0912058 B1

EP19940904392 EP0673583 B1 EP19990100376

EP19990100377 EP0920206 B1

EP19990100378 EP0920207 B1

EP19990100570 EP0910218 B1

EP19940904814 EP0674824 B1 EP19980100142 EP0852442 B1
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Troubling Developments 
Patent Flooding and Portfolio Approaches

 Priority application US19920991074 (cable 
set-top box, 91 claims, 183 pages 
description) was used to file 7 (very similar) 
EPO applications.

 An additional 16 divisionals were filed based 
on the first 7 applications.

 Another 3 (second generation) divisionals 
were filed on the basis of the first round of 
divisionals.

 Summing up – 26 applications of which (to 
date) 18 were granted.

 Exceptional?
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Troubling Developments 
Patent Flooding and Portfolio Approaches

Maybe not that exceptional …

Applications with shared priorities in Electronics
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Suggested Remedies*
 Raise hurdles, sharpen standards (inventive step, novelty)
 Improve prior art searches (e.g., third party involvement)
 Give examiners stronger rights and incentives to reject 

applications (e.g., Friebel et al. study)
 Give applicants weaker incentives to build portfolios (e.g., 

fee schedules)
 Strengthen opposition and post-grant review proceedings 

(e.g., allow multiple attacks, introduce ombusdman, …).
 Given the EPO stronger incentives to monitor, improve and 

report on quality developments.
 Do not lower patenting costs without fixing the problems 

first.
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Suggested Remedies

Politicians (and others) should stop 
talking about patents as if there 
were equivalent to innovation.
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Contact
Prof. Dietmar Harhoff, Ph.D. – Dipl.-Ing., M.P.A.
Institute for Innovation Research, Technology Management 

and Entrepreneurship (INNO-tec)
Ludwig-Maximilian University Munich (LMU)
Munich School of Management
Kaulbachstr. 45
D-80539 München

Tel. +49 (0)89-2180-2239
Fax +49 (0)89-2180-6284
harhoff@bwl.uni-muenchen.de
http://www.inno-tec.de
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Summary

“The best way to prevent abuse is to 
ensure that trivial inventions do not 
receive patents.” 

in: Nordhaus, William D. (1972). The Optimum Life of 
a Patent: Reply, American Economic Review, Vol. 
62, S. 428-431.
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Trends in IPR Systems
Patents

“(...) and every year my CEO says, “Go get more 
[patents],” to the point where my patent filing budget 
and prosecution budget is now more than half the 
size of our Corporate Research Lab’s budget. That, 
to me, seems to be out of kilter. And by the way, that 
does not include litigation – that is a separate budget 
which is also roughly the same.”

David Simon, Intel Corp., Transcript of the Patent 
Reform Symposium, Berkeley Technology Law 
Journal, Vol. 19 (3), S. 1132.
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Trends in IPR Systems
Patents

„(...) But in my experience at Cisco and my prior 
experience representing a variety of companies, the 
negative effects of stockpiling patents, the 
consequences of innocent infringement through 
independent development, the cost of proving 
noninfringement or invalidity through patent litigation 
and the exploitation of the patent system as a revenue 
generating tool in its own right have hindered true 
innovation and outweighed the benefits.“

Robert Barr, Cisco Corp., Statement made during the FTC 
Hearings, cf. www.ftc.gov/opp/intellect/barrrobert.doc 
(last visit on 9. 5. 2005).
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Thank you


